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Abstract: Cloud computing is a high network infrastructure where users, owners,
third users, authorized users, and customers can access and store their information
quickly. The use of cloud computing has realized the rapid increase of information
in every field and the need for a centralized location for processing efficiently.
This cloud is nowadays highly affected by internal threats of the user. Sensitive
applications such as banking, hospital, and business are more likely affected by
real user threats. An intruder is presented as a user and set as a member of the
network. After becoming an insider in the network, they will try to attack or steal
sensitive data during information sharing or conversation. The major issue in
today's technological development is identifying the insider threat in the cloud
network. When data are lost, compromising cloud users is difficult. Privacy and
security are not ensured, and then, the usage of the cloud is not trusted. Several
solutions are available for the external security of the cloud network. However,
insider or internal threats need to be addressed. In this research work, we focus
on a solution for identifying an insider attack using the artificial intelligence tech-
nique. An insider attack is possible by using nodes of weak users’ systems. They
will log in using a weak user id, connect to a network, and pretend to be a trusted
node. Then, they can easily attack and hack information as an insider, and iden-
tifying them is very difficult. These types of attacks need intelligent solutions. A
machine learning approach is widely used for security issues. To date, the existing
lags can classify the attackers accurately. This information hijacking process is
very absurd, which motivates young researchers to provide a solution for internal
threats. In our proposed work, we track the attackers using a user interaction beha-
vior pattern and deep learning technique. The usage of mouse movements and
clicks and keystrokes of the real user is stored in a database. The deep belief neur-
al network is designed using a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) so that the
layer of RBM communicates with the previous and subsequent layers. The result
is evaluated using a Cooja simulator based on the cloud environment. The
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accuracy and F-measure are highly improved compared with when using the
existing long short-term memory and support vector machine.

Keywords: Cloud computing; security; insider attack; network security; privacy;
user interaction behavior; deep belief neural network

1 Introduction

The information technology (IT) world has a new revolution technology called cloud computing.
A cloud infrastructure has many benefits, such as dynamic resource utilization, on-demand storage
processing, and sharing unlimited resources. Cloud computing is creating a new revolution in the IT
sector, but security is the major problem. The network security is highly affected by outsider and insider
intruders. Providing external security is very easy, but internal security is a very difficult task. Internal
intruders are pretending to be real users in the network. They tend to use authorized nodes and collapse
the entire cloud network by attacking sensitive information [1]. External security has advanced firewall
software to protect the system from outsider threats. When compared with an external threat, an insider
attack is the most dangerous one. Insider attacks take place by following loopholes, such as using an
authorized node or attacking using an authorized ID or malicious attack pretending to be a trusted node
or stealing sensitive information as a user. If an intruder is present in the cloud network, then the intruder
lays a way for other malicious nodes to enter the network. Recently, several studies on security threats in
cloud computing exist.

In this research article, we consider abnormal behavior as a threat. However, such an abnormal behavior
may have some reasons, such as a broken node that cannot work normally. Identifying malicious behavior is
very challenging among insider attacks. Hackers inside the network look for the weakest node and then
attack the sensitive data in the cloud server. Authorized user attackers as an insider affect the cloud
network in privacy preservation. They pretend to a real user and obtain all legal services from the cloud
service provider. These problems of internal attack are currently handled using various machine learning
(ML) approaches.

Organizations face most damages on reputation, financial data, and enterprise property because of
internal threats. As of the 2018 report, 53% of the attack happens because of insider hacking, and 28%
are internal attackers adjudged as an organization origin [2,3]. The leakage of data statistics conducted
states that many internal or insider threats are noticed by the media. The big solution from most
organizations tends to buy or design powerful firewalls, cyber techniques, intrusion identification, and
digital monitoring system to identify insider threats. Identifying the wrong or malicious nodes in the
organization is possible using the threat detection technique. This technique provides mitigation measures
and detection before attacking. Whatever technology precipitates, identifying and understanding insider
attacks are difficult. Every existing technique has some limitations, and many solutions fail to detect
exact insiders. Therefore, studying the limitation of existing internal attack algorithms and identifying the
solution for limitations are necessary. Recently, ML and deep learning techniques provide a solution for
most security issues in the cloud network. Among them, identification of user behavior in various
perspectives is highly motivated to obtain a better solution.

The best-case study of insider threats includes one of the famous problem cases in Wiki Leaks on July
25, 2010, where a diary during the Afghan war is released as a document containing more than
90,000 reports. The diary describes the Afghan war from 2004 to 2010. This leakage is caused by an
insider army of the US. He is a worker in army analytic in the intelligence department, making
government communities and business organizations pay attention to insider threats. The “insider threat”
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among scholars is defined as an authorized access node misused by an authorized user to harm or other
intentions. Many ML techniques focus on determining a negative intention.

A spammer user identification method is an ML approach used to learn the behavior of the user in the
cloud network [4]. The collected behavior is classified using deep learning technology. The training layer
detects the behavior and classifies them as a normal or abnormal user. To date, cloud service providers
have not provided adequate datasets in real time. Considering the confidential data process, we cannot
obtain real datasets. Hence, we use supervised algorithms to look for real datasets for training the model.
Training the model without a proper dataset is very insufficient and hard. Moreover, unsupervised
learning does not require pre-training of dataset in the training model but takes input data at a time and
trains the model automatically during the process.

The traditional approach fails to take sufficient data to classify insider attacks. The techniques such as
long term, short term, and support vector machine (SVM) do not meet the real-time needs of organizations. In
this proposed model, we plan to train the incoming data dynamically using the user behavioral approach. The
behavior pattern is collected using user mouse movements and clicks and keystroke details. Every user has a
unique behavior. Based on this sensitive behavior recognition, this research contributes as follows:

1. We focused on detecting the insider using their unique character or behavior. Every person in the
organization has individuality in the usage of mouse movements and clicks and keystrokes. This
research collects the user behavior on mouse movements and clicks and keystrokes for the best
feature extraction process.

2. A cruel insider from the organization has been identified by monitoring their interaction behavior. If
changes in normal behavior exist, then our system detects and alerts the organization.

3. The ML strategy of the deep learning technique using a belief neural network is designed to train the
user interaction behavior and detect abnormalities from the trained model.

4. The result of the proposed model is compared with that of the existing techniques such as SVM and
long-term memory. The accuracy of the proposed research article is highly improved compared with
that of the existing models.

The paper is further organized as follows. Section 2 reviews previous works to improve the present
algorithm. Section 3 computes the proposed model with an architectural summary and workflow progress.
Section 4 describes the result and evaluation. Section 5 concludes the study and proposes future scope.

2 Related Work

External threats are greatly influenced by internal attack detection techniques. The detection of an
internal threat is fully based on the strategy of overflowing using a buffer [5]. An internal threat does not
provide efficient metrics for the testing environment. Testing on real data has a very limited measure. The
traditional insider attack detection can be classified as host-based, networking-based, and information-
based detections. The user behavior of the host nodes is monitored in this research article. Host-based
intruder detection is conducted by monitoring the user behavior pattern. First, the behavior pattern is
recorded, and ML techniques are used to detect the changes in the normal behavior pattern. The
supervised and unsupervised learning methods are used.

To detect an insider attack, biometric data play a major role in the authentication process nowadays [6].
The user biometric details and psychological character are stored as testing data. Psychological
characteristics such as iris and fingerprint are used. Behavioral data are nothing but mouse movement and
click and keystroke patterns of the users. In most detections, physiological biometric data have poor
processing applicability and is as simple as password hacking. Keystroke-based internal threat detection
is first proposed in 1999. Some behavior characteristics of the user attract attention for security purposes,
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and scholars tend to pay more attention to such characteristics for threat detection. The different anomaly
detection techniques [7,8] using mouse patterns are discussed. The patterns are based on mouse
movement angle, distances moved, acceleration performed, and others, and keystroke patterns include
stroking interval, duration, and valued pairs.

A system based on the European standard [9] for present threat detection techniques on user behavior
has a problem with high accuracy. To date, these techniques cannot meet the requirement of security
concerns. In most of the present techniques, the output of the false alarm rate is very high. Notably,
existing research focused on biological identification as security characteristics. Biological identification
is considered an abnormal system model because of lagging in a high-threat detection strategy. These
methods consider that the user behavior pattern is very difficult and less potential tasks. Authenticating
the user is considered a text classification problem by processing system commands [10]. Here, they use
an n-gram framework to process word sequences. The parameters of the system call include the status of
processing data and values of results. The system and user calls tend to establish a relationship between
the user and process for threat detection [11].

The hidden Markova model is a dynamic method [12] with the distributive static model combined to
detect anomalies in the network. The process of detection is based on the system call by monitoring all
the activities on the host side. During the detection process, an overhead by different threat behaviors
exists, which leads to the highest false reading. To overcome the above problems, that is, large data log
process and drifting problems in training data, article [13] proposed a technique based on the training
data set. A user of this model tends to store its access behavior and characteristics. This behavior pattern
is stored as sequences for processing the queries. This technique provides great advantages by reducing a
load of data and continuous monitoring of user behavior habits. The main problem with this method is
that it is applicable only to certain applications. In our research work, we use the ML model with user
behavior to improve dataset and accuracy.

Unsupervised learning algorithms are mostly tried for internal threat detection in existing systems. This
technique is easy because it does not require labeled or trained datasets. This algorithm directly uses
unlabeled data to find abnormalities in user behavior patterns. The main significance pattern in this
learning model is that it does not require training before the examination. This algorithm tends to detect
irregular patterns in high-dimensional data automatically without human intervention. Threat detection
using a graph is proposed using the unsupervised strategy of [14,15]. This technique keeps the data
statically and checks the abnormality in the normal host nodes. Once the threat is detected, an
unsupervised classifier is used dynamically for mining accurate threats [16].

The problem of data leakage in the developing technological world is addressed using the innovative
data-centric model [17]. Insider threats are continuously growing and breaking the trust of online
communication. Here, user behaviors are observed as keystroke details and user addressed consecutive
pattern of queries. These details are considered in the training model, and finally, abnormality in this
operation is detected. First [18], the above article uses mouse patterns for detecting threats from an
insider. The behavior model is recognized with abnormalities using SVM, probabilistic neural network,
and decision tree. The feature combination of keystroke with a biometric pattern is used [19–21] for
insider threat detection. They used a statistical algorithm and ensemble classification strategy with
network access control for detecting the threat. The intelligence in pattern recognizing using a user typing
pattern and keystroke data is used [22–24] for accurate threat detection. Detection is performed using the
outlier classifier model locally and two-class classification algorithms. Features with user command
[25–27] are computed with dynamical theory on the system. Threatened data are mined using the Lempel
Ziv Welch technique, incremental learning methodology, and sequence learning alignment. The stream
mining algorithm with a decision graph is used as ensemble techniques [28–30] for insider threat
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detection earlier. This algorithm is a supervised learning approach that gives good accuracy in predicting
threats. A two-way authentication protocol is proposed to authenticate the client and server anonymously
[31]. This mechanism preserves the identity of the user in the cloud and fulfils the authentication.
A novel RSA algorithm for secured key transmission in a centralized cloud environment is proposed [32].
This algorithm encrypts the keys used in group environment. Both these algorithms are said to be
computationally efficient.

A new model for insider threat using the ML algorithm is addressed for best performance. This research
article uses improvised long short-term memory (ILSTM) to learn the behavior of the user. ILSTM trains
automatically with the behavioral patterns of various users. This algorithm correctly classifies the
abnormality in the network from the normal user behavior. Another technique is identifying the insider
using packet transactions and traffic in the network. The well cyber-using techniques are honey bot
detection, and deception techniques are preferred for behavioral analysis.

3 Proposed User Interaction Behavior with Deep Belief Neural Network Methodology

The data sources in the cloud are valuable information that can be steeled by attackers because cloud
security is a major issue. The security of the cloud network is already secured, although internal attackers
still exist. Those internal/insider attackers obtain access to valuable information in the system. The
information leakage from the cloud server through an insider is a major issue that leads to the loss of
data. In the current research, ML algorithms are used widely for cloud security. ML algorithms with
behavioral analysis will help detect and predict insider threats, such as employees and contractors. In this
study, to detect insider threats, the combination of interaction behavioral characteristics of the insiders,
such as keystroke and mouse dynamics, which are considered for feature extraction and deep learning
algorithm called deep belief network (DBN), has been used to predict the abnormal behavior of the
insiders in the cloud network. Fig. 1 shows the proposed system overview.

Figure 1: Overview of proposed cloud insiders’ threat detection
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3.1 Feature Extraction of Behavioral Characteristics of Cloud Users

Insider threats pertain to the security threats caused by people in the organization called employees.
These illegitimate accesses of the information may negatively affect the organization's policies and leads
to loss of data. These attackers are categorized into two types: traitors and masqueraders. The former are
a familiar person who knows the information and assets of the organization, and their behavior fulfills the
security policies of the organization. In comparison, the latter are the attackers who gain illegal access to
the identity of legitimate users. Moreover, traitors have more information about the access policies, data
storage location, and intellectual property details than masqueraders. In this study, the cruel insider from
the organization is identified by monitoring their interaction behavior. They are working with their
corresponding duties, but their activities are not normal. Based on their actions, the normal users are
identified as malicious users. The interaction of the user is categorized into two, namely, rich keystroke
and rich mouse operations. With these two kinds of operations, the user can interact with all kinds of data
and applications in the cloud system. We assume that these two interaction operations range [0, 1]. The
0 value means key operations, whereas 1 means mouse operations.

3.1.1 Mouse Operations
The mouse movements, such as dragging, clicking, and double clicking, occur when the user wants to

select or edit the application/data in the cloud system. The direction of the mouse movement is categorized
into eight, and the mean and variance of distance and speed of the mouse movement are recorded. The
characteristics of the mouse movements, such as mouse right click (MRclick), mouse left click
(MLclick), mouse double click (MDclick), and mouse drag (MDrag), are distance and speed. Distance is
calculated for any three consecutive points, that is, A, B, and C, and the length of AC from A to C.
Angle is represented as ffABC. Tab. 1 presents the mouse operation calculation of distance and speed.

Distance is calculated using the N grams method. For a discrete value, the query of kth behavior is
represented as K = {k1, k2, …kN}, and its frequency is defined in Eq. (1),

Table 1: Mouse operations

Mouse movements Distance Speed

MDirection0 Yes Yes

MDirection1 Yes Yes

MDirection2 Yes Yes

MDirection3 Yes Yes

MDirection4 Yes Yes

MDirection5 Yes Yes

MDirection6 Yes Yes

MDirection7 Yes Yes

Mrclick Yes Yes

Mlclick No No

Mdclick Yes No

Mdrag No No
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FnðKÞ ¼ fn� gramjn� gram ¼ hki; ::kiþ1ii 2 ½i; N þ 1� n�: (1)

The distance between the two lists is defined using the Jaccard coefficient as follows:

DnðK1; K2Þ ¼ 1� jFnðK1Þ \F
n ðK2Þj

jFnðK1Þ [F
n ðK2Þj : (2)

3.1.2 Keystroke Operations
Keystroke events occur when we press the keys for a particular function. Tab. 2 shows the key events

used in this work. They are KNum (includes the number keys 1, 2, 3,…), KAlpha (Alphabets, such as A, a, b,
c, …), KShift (Shift+num, alpha), KCtrl (ctrl keys, alt, win), KDir (key such as ->, <-), KFunc (F1, F2, …),
and KOhter (tab, capslocak, …). The characteristics of the key events are duration and latency. Duration is
defined as the difference between the time of key press and key released, which is shown in Eq. (3) as
follows:

durationðuser; KÞ ¼ timepðu; KÞ � timerðu; KÞ; (3)

where u-user, timep(u, K) pertains to the time to press the key of the user u, and timer(u, K) is the time to
release the key of the user u. The latency of the keyboard not used is defined in Eq. (4).

Lðu; KÞ ¼ timerðu; KÞ � timepðu; KÞ: (4)

The feature vector of these keystroke operations is defined in Eq. (5).

fhdurationðu; K1Þ; latencyðu; K1Þi; . . . hdurationðu; KnÞ; latencyðu; KnÞi: (5)

With these extractions of user interaction behavior using the mouse movements and clicks and keystroke
operations, the deep learning-based classification is performed to identify the malicious insider in the cloud.

3.2 Insider Threat Classification Using DBN

This study uses a deep learning-based classification algorithm called DBN to identify the threat from the
cloud user. The standard neural network-based classification consists of three layers, such as input, hidden,
and output layers. Many researchers modified the standard neural network structure through deep learning to
improve classification accuracy. Deep learning is the extension of a standard neural network with stacked

Table 2: Key events and their characteristics

Key events Duration Latency

Knum Time (up, down) Time (key release, key press)

Kalpha Time (up, down) Time (key release, key press)

Kshift Time (up, down) Time (key release, key press)

KCtrl Time (up, down) Time (key release, key press)

Kdir Time (up, down) Time (key release, key press)

Kfunc Time (up, down) Time (key release, key press)

Kother Time (up, down) Time (key release, key press)
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hidden layers. Deep learning can handle very large, high-dimensional data with billions of parameters.
Among the various deep learning algorithms, DBN is recently popular in ML because of its promised
advantages including fast implication and ability to handle larger and higher network structures. DBNs
are generative models comprising multiple layers of hidden units. DBN consists of one visible layer and
multiple hidden layers. A visible layer is responsible for transmitting the input data to the hidden layers to
complete the ML process. This layer is based on a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM), and the layer of
RBM communicates with previous and subsequent layers. Each respective RBM contains two sub-layers,
such as visible and hidden layers. The connection between the visible and hidden layers in the RBM is
restricted. The transformation process of data from visible to hidden layer is activated through the
sigmoid function based on the RBM learning rule. Fig. 2. shows the architecture of DBN with RBM. The
architecture consists of three stacked RBMs. RBM1 consists of visible and hidden layer 1,
RBM2 consists of hidden layers 1 and 2, and RBM3 consists of hidden layers 2 and 3.

The DBN structure with stacked RBM, which is the training process of the DBN classifier, is based on
the training of each RBMwith a learning rule. The parameters for training include synaptic weight among the
layers, bias, and states of the neurons. The state of each neuron in each RBM is formed by transforming the
bias and state of the neuron from the previous layer weight to the next layer. The sigmoid function is used for
this transformation as in Eq. (6).

Pðsi ¼ 1Þ ¼ 1

1þ expð�bi �
P

j sjwijÞ : (6)

Initially, the synaptic weight and bias of all the neurons in the RBM layer are initialized. Each input
training data consists of two phases: positive and negative. A positive phase converts the data from the
visible to the hidden layer, whereas a negative phase converts the data from the hidden to the
corresponding visible layer. The individual activation of positive and negative phases is calculated using
Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively.

Figure 2: DBN with RBM
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Pðvi ¼ 1jhÞ ¼ sigmð�bi �
X
j

hjwijÞ; (7)

Pðhi ¼ 1jvÞ ¼ sigmð�ci �
X
j

hjwijÞ: (8)

Compared with the normal DBN, in this work, the weight parameters are optimized until the maximum
number of epochs is reached. The training process continues, and the parameters are optimized using Eq. (9).

update wij þ g
2
� ðpositiveðEijÞ � negativeðEijÞÞ

� �
; (9)

where, positive(Eij)-Positive statistics of edge Eij = p(hj = 1|v), negative(Eij)-Positive statistics of edge Eij = p
(vj = 1|h), η- learning rate.

The mentioned process is for the training of one RBM, and the same process will repeat until all the
RBM are trained. Fig. 3 depicts the workflow of DBN.

Algorithm 3: (improved DBN)

Input: keystroke and mouse features, Maxepoch, bias, synaptic weight, epoch = 1

Output: trained network with classification

Step 1: Train the first layer of the RBM with the input of the first hidden layer as h0. Using Eqs. (7) and (8)

Step 2: while ( epoch<=maxepoch)

Step 3: update weight and bias using Eq. (9).

Step 4: the first-layer representation is used for the next layer as P (h1 = 1|h0)

Step 5: train the consecutive layer of RBM

Step 6: end

In this proposed work, insider threat detection is considered the binary classification problem. DBN is
used as a classifier to detect the insiders who are vulnerable to access the cloud data. The insider is classified
with the features extracted from their behavioral interaction to access the application or data through the
mouse and keystroke operations. The abnormal access of these keystrokes and mouse movements are
calculated and used as a feature for the insider detection classification.

4 Results and Discussions

The simulation of the proposed cloud insider threat detection is experimented using a Cooja simulator
based on the cloud environment. The classification model is evaluated with open-source datasets. The dataset
is divided into training and test dataset. The proposed DBN provides better results than other ML algorithms,
such as SVM and improved LSTM. Fig. 4 shows the simulation set with 20 nodes, where the normal and
malicious user nodes are represented in green and red, respectively.

For the simulation, two-user interaction behavior is recorded for evaluation with the access of three
applications in the cloud environment, namely, browser, MS-Word, and game. Tab. 3 presents the
recorded results.
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The interaction in Tab. 3 is calculated as the mouse operation divided by the whole events of keystroke
and mouse. With these interaction features, the classification is performed using the proposed deep learning
algorithm. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed system, the evaluation metrics such as Accuracy and
F-Measure are used. The accuracy on detecting the misbehaving user node is rated using the accuracy
metrics, and the mean of precision and recall is measured using F-measure. Higher accuracy and
F-measure lead to an effective performance of the detection algorithm. These metrics are calculated using
Eqs. (10) and (11).

Accuracy ¼ TP þ TN

N
; (10)

where N is the total number of sample input data, TP is the rate to detect the malicious insider as a malicious
insider, and TN pertains to the rate to detect the normal valid user as a normal valid user.

Figure 3: Workflow of the proposed insider threat detection
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F �Measure ¼ 2 � precision � recall
precisonþ recall

; (11)

precision ¼ TP

TP þ FP
; (12)

recall ¼ TP

TP þ FN
; (13)

where FP is the rate to detect the valid normal user as a malicious user and FN is the rate to detect the
malicious user as a valid normal user. Initially, the user interaction behavior is validated by dividing the
test dataset into a block of different sizes. The statistical measurement of each user of the block is
calculated. Tab. 4 and Fig. 5 show the evaluated results of proposed methods with the existing cloud
insider threat detection scheme.

Figure 4: Cloud user simulation setup

Table 3: User interaction behavior details for a sample user

Applications User 1

Keystroke operation Mouse operation Interaction

Browser 335 (2.24) 136057 (27.54) 0.92

MS-Word 11100 (74.96) 61500 (12.45) 0.14

Game 3300 (22.76) 29600 (59.91) 0.72
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Figs. 5 and 6 show that the proposed system evaluation results are outperforming with high accuracy and
F-measure score than those of the existing methods. The measurement of block size also improves the
performance of the system. The smaller block size obtains a minimum accuracy compare with the higher
block size. The proposed insider threat detection with deep learning network DBN obtains an accuracy of
99% and an F-score of 98%, which are higher than those of the other two approaches. The higher
accuracy and F-score prove that the proposed system detection rate is highly efficient in finding malicious
cloud users.

Figure 5: F-measure comparison of cloud insider threat detection
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Figure 6: Accuracy comparison of cloud insider threat detection

Table 4: F-measure comparison of cloud insider threat detection methods

No. of data in
the block

F-Measure

Wang et al.
(SVM)

Nathezhtha
(ILSTM)

Proposed system
(DBN)

500 0.5 0.7 0.9

1000 0.6 0.8 0.92

2000 0.65 0.82 0.95

2500 0.72 0.86 0.97

3000 0.81 0.89 0.98
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5 Conclusions

This article tends to achieve high performance in insider attack detection. Internal attackers always seem
to be very intelligent to hide as an attacker and work as a trusted authority. IT makes every communication
possible via networks with high-speed digital processing techniques. When the world is very happy to
establish and use digital communications, others are unhappy because of insider attackers of sensitive and
confidential data in the networks. In our article, we introduce the user interaction behavior pattern with a
deep belief neural network. The behavior of the user is recognized through detecting mouse movements
and clicks and keystrokes in their system and is collected for the training layer in DBN. This study shows
the results based on trained pattern unauthorized entry. The accuracy of the proposed model is improved
when compared with that of SVM and LSTM. DBN is an ML model, which acts like a neuron based on
available knowledge and produces 99% outperforming results.

In future studies, the ensemble deep learning models can be used for detecting the internal attacks in
most sensitive applications, such as the military, hospitals, and banking. An ensemble method proves its
efficiency and performance in many applications.
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